Detectable Underground Warning Tape
Material Specification Sheet

**Description:** Detectable Underground Warning Tape is a specially laminated pet / foil / poly blend. This amazing blend (with polyester) provides exceptional strength characteristics when compared to other all polyethylene type detectable warning tapes. The bold black message on its APW.A color coded background is treated so as not to degrade or fade when exposed to alkalis, acids and or any other destructive elements under ground.

**Construction:** .0003” Aluminum Foil Laminated (Full Width) Between Polyester and Polyethylene Sheeting

**Colors:**
- Standard Colors:
  - Black text on APWA color
- Coded Background Per Specification:
  - Orange, Red, Yellow, Blue, Purple, or Green

**Thickness:** 5 Mil

**Slit Width:** Standard widths: 2, 3, 4, 6, and 12 inches.

**Length:** Standard Roll Length: 1000 Feet